	
  

	
  
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANGEL ARMOR™ TO HOST INAUGURAL FREEZE DAY, SERVING FREE ICE
CREAM IN APPRECIATION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
FORT COLLINS, COLO. — JULY 6, 2015 — Angel Armor today announces the Inaugural
FREEZE Day, an afternoon for Law Enforcement Officers to take a break from the heat and
enjoy a free ice cream sandwich from the advanced ballistic protection company.
•
•

FREEZE Day will take place on Friday, July 17 from 1 – 3 p.m. at Angel Armor
headquarters, 4557 Denrose Court, Fort Collins, Colo. 80524
Open to all members of the law enforcement community

With an ambitious mission to defend life from threat, Angel Armor appreciates the invaluable
work Law Enforcement Officers provide to the community.
“The weight of upholding the badge can be heavy, and we admire the strength and courage it
takes to do the work Law Enforcement Officers do for the community on a daily basis,” Reed
Doughty, PR and Media Planner for Angel Armor, said. “We want to take this opportunity to
serve those who put everything on the line to protect us, even if it is just for a short time.”
All members of the Law Enforcement community are encouraged to stop by Angel Armor on
Friday, July 17 anytime from 1 – 3 p.m. to cool off and enjoy a summer treat on Angel Armor.
See the flyer on page 2 for details.
Questions about the Inaugural FREEZE Day may be directed to Reed Doughty,
reed.doughty@angelarmor.com. Information about Angel Armor is available at angelarmor.com.
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ABOUT ANGEL ARMOR
Angel Armor provides advanced ballistic solutions for heroes who protect our way of life.
Angel Armor is dedicated to the production and optimization of advanced armor solutions for
ballistic protection. With innovative manufacturing processes and techniques, made only in
the U.S., Angel Armor’s product attributes range from soft to hard and concealed to
structural. To learn more about Angel Armor, please visit angelarmor.com. Connect with
Angel Armor on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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Contact:
Reed Doughty, PR & Media Planner
Angel Armor
(970) 999-3024
reed.doughty@angelarmor.com
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